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later, here she is in England pursuing her dream, and coming to terms
with living on her own. Through poetry she is able to find a quiet
moment in her new hectic curfew less life. As she attempts to express
her thoughts through poetry, her friends back home
literally crack up.
KIRSTEN IRVING is currently hunting for a 2006 Maggie
& Jake Gyllenhall calendar. Anyone with information should contact
her at FuseLit HQ, otherwise she may have to kidnap them and do
a DIY photo shoot..
hannah walker is a narcoleptic by choice. There are
some mornings in November that just ask for a swift bout of hallucinatory paralysis. And duvets. Hallucinatory paralysis and duvets. Hannah has poems forthcoming in The New Writer and Iota.
ROB MOORE is enigmatic, but a rather splendiferous writer of
poem-type scribblings.
JON STONE recommends getting a book published, so you can
trade it for other people’s books. Literary wife-swapping! He is being
headhunted by editors from Faber and Bloodaxe. They don’t wish to
publish him; they merely want to harvest his cheekbones for letteropeners.
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DAVID FLOYD is 24 and lives in south London. He is a coeditor of the literary magazine, Brittle Star. He is also a columnist for
the communist newspaper, The Morning Star but does not advocate
communism or newspapers. David’s first collection of poems, War
in the Playground, was published by Hearing Eye press in 2003. He
has performed his poetry at numerous venues including the ICA,
Riverside Studios, the Poetry Café and some pubs.
JOE DUNTHORNE believes in three things: marzipan, Lee
Trundle and a compulsory death for the over-thirty - a la Logan’s
Run. Joe is also aware, that should he reach the age of thirty and be
asked to give up his life for the sake of society, he would, in the footsteps of Logan - run!
PAUL HAGGAR says I am Paul Haggar. Get more of this sort
of thing at these addresses: www.bullpoetry.blogspot.com, www.aspecter.blogspot.com or www.coldcatmonsters.com.
TALIA TAYLOR is a native Californian studying creative
writing for one year at UEA. She is the champion of the “Stay in the
24 hour computer lab on weekends for as long as you can while
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STRADDLE!

Here it is – mini FuseLit! Snippets of art
in yourpocket, ready to dip the tortilla
chip of your eyes into! Many thanks to the growing gang of
contributors for making Straddle by turns moving, exciting and
downright filthy. We love you. Thanks also to The Desperate
Monkey for design and Stacey Armes for the excellent cover
art.
As ever, we’re always after poems, prose and artwork for the next
issue. See the back cover for the next word and send your
ramblings, requests and unwanted mistresses to
fuselitmag@yahoo.co.uk and say if you’d like to be added to
the mailing list for more information on the magazine.
Have a ball with STRADDLE. Just have her back by
midnight, OK? And no monkey business.
Kirsty Irving (Editor)

The cool magic words I overheard
The cool magic words I overheard and some were
about youthe fast flying conversations of other people
fixed on back garden bricks.
And all the people I have not met are written in crazy
lines
all over these poetry walls. Spirograph messages.
My friends are somewhere in these everyone spaces,
towns, urban living rooms.
We should dress up in supermarkets and be famous.
Everyone on the bus is lonely and talks loudly,
possible friends- let’s get drunk and talk talk talk.
Text message frenzy, phone call crazy,
they advertised us in magazines, they loved and enlarged us
and left the photocopies in the streets.
Underneath our footprints, felt tip leaves
are left like unpicked luck tokens.
Under our breath, bored white words, we are saying
we will take over this city. We’ve got maps drawn on
our hands.

3

Barney Tidman

ARTHUR NEWMAN is, contrary to popular belief, not
the lovechild of Ezra Pound and Lew Welch. He’s their recognised
heir and guards the Cantos like Courtney Love guards “Nevermind”.
Grr.

Welcome, one and all, to the
star-spangled,
drunk-dancing,
spice-riddled gumbo that is

tom chandler

Timbered
Were so out of our trees
was like a forest had been
logged. And already dipped from a
monsoon riveroad, in the hotel pool
she straddled the child's rubber-ring her
legs slipped in/up beyond the calves. She
screamed stuck while we both waterlogged
with laughing and swearing we'd never
been so wet. And aftermuch babies'
plastic screeching she
was freed and we were doggy-crawl
scared. As the
tree's may be timbered but drunkenly in
pools with lightning can
still get struck down.

2
We’ll straddle the estates and alleyways. We have invisible friends.
And they wrote on these walls everything we haven’t
done yetsecret graffiti.

everyone else is at the club” game; likes to believe she is the world’s
next superhero with a goal to get Knowlton to read her a poem by
June 16, 2006; and enjoys procrastinating in her spare time. Check
out her fam. at www.youthspeaks.org
HANNAH EISEMAN-RENYARD came to East Anglia from East Finchley and wants someday to live in Upper East Side
Manhatten. She likes knitting, tequila, and the word ‘cretin.’ She
wants the entire world to read the book Beatniks by Toby Litt.
CAT KEMP recently left Norwich for London town and is missing many good friends at UEA. We wish her all the best and hope she
finds a lush job doing very little for very lots.
ALAN MURRIN is an English student from Trinity College
Dublin studying in UEA for one year. In the grand tradition of pretentious artists he enjoys cigarettes and coffee. He also adores shiny
magazines and would like to own and edit one some day. Afterwards
he intends to retreat to a country mansion wherehe will write novels
during the day and hold court to his close friends on a chaise lounge
in the evenings. He intends to be incredibly well dressed throughout
this process. There will probably be alcohol involved.
Florence, Italy, May 2nd, 7.14 am, 1987. LISA RODOLICO
was born. 3 years later she knew she wanted to be a doctor. 18 years
later, here she is in England pursuing her dream, and coming to
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Bios

STACEY ARMES is an 18 year old scribbler (and artist Ed) from Cambridgeshire.
TOM CHANDLER says: I'm a first year philosophy
student at UEA, originally from London and am finding the Norwich accent delightfully quaint/hilarious. Writing is mainly a
hobby as i'm too lazy/scared to actually do anything with it/
perform. I also like using forward slashes.
BARNEY TIDMAN says: “Yes yes. I am a first year Literature student at UEA. I am originally from the suburbs of West
London, blud. I luv poetry and dancing. I only know one move
but it's hectic.”
ALEXANDRA NAUGHTON's Top Ten Of The Moment includes: dead poet ghosts, extra-large sweaters,
fashion bicycles, dreams involving Peaches, lost-and-found gloves,
rapping dinosaurs, “Astronomy (8th Light),” pen-pals, pickled beetroot, and staying warm. She would like to share a vegan banana
split with Jay-Z one day.

4

JOHN OSBOURNE is 23 years old and still walks around
with his shoe laces undone.
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She settled, then, for the fantasy of breaking his leg and
straddling him.
Hen, for his part, still felt wretched.
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your hands off me.”
Kett grudgingly released him, but did not unfix her
angry snarl.
“On the night before Thanksgiving,” said Hen, “Sian
woke up to find me writing on her. She could see the writing.
I convinced her it was a dream, but she saw it. Every word. So
I realised it couldn’t be just some mental technique.
“Over Christmas, I also discovered I could detach
words from myself. I wanted to rub them out, get rid of irrelevant facts. I found I could make them come unstuck, but the
words just floated like leaves. It took an entirely different
thought process to make them disappear - one I didn’t discover until I realised I was losing important info after going
through certain moods.”
“Cut to the chase,” said Kett. “Upshot is, you can
now detach the words, make them fly, make it so other people
see them, and get them to cut people into the bargain.”
“All that. Yes. Only I’m not writing words anymore.
I’m drawing swifts. And I can’t make them disappear forever.
Once I’ve made them, they can always be called back. You
should be pleased.”
“I don’t know if you’ve realised, Hen, but that’s fucking abnormal.”
“So’s a dynamo up yer snatch.”
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kinky sex photos lacing the floor
icing the cake
sticky sweet sickness.
the frosting on a skating rink
icy fluff clumps around shoes or blades
and toes get cold from collecting slush
teeth are grimy,
overindulging.
it’s cold outside
and cold winter breaths mark snowflake
patterns on the inside windows.
if only we could get the heat on
if only we had a thermos.

5
The day she left me was our anniversary.
We were outside the seafood restaurant
when she broke the news.
As she hailed her taxi
I closed my eyes
and could hear the referee
counting me out.

7

Alexandra Naughton

Straddle

John Osborne

aRTHUR NEWMAN

Our Relationship in Boxing Analogies
When I first met her
I floated like a butterfly
but everytime I spoke to her
I felt I was punching above my weight
The first time we slept together
I heard the bell
for the end of round one.
I went to the bathroom
swirled my mouth with water
and punched my fists together.

“Point,” Kett admitted. “But I made you tremor. You
cut my nose.”
“Maybe I can cut lots of people’s noses.”
“So we can cut-nose our way out of Norwich?”
“It’s a possibility.”
Kett ho-hummed to herself. On the one hand, the
night was balmy and she felt love-starved. She wanted to bite his
lip softly and pool their warmth, maybe go into the cast iron
pagoda and lie down with him, underneath his ridiculous raincoat.
On the other hand, visions of vengeance swarmed in
her mind.

Sometimes I felt she had me against the ropes
that she was dictating things too much
like when I missed my brother's wedding
to help her find a greener handbag.

6
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SCREAM STRADDLE BEAM
Being a vision of the Most Holy Saint Raddle
seen in the year of our Lord MMIV
by the yeoman Strangeman Addled.
Telling also of his clerical companion and their nautical
heroics during
the Great Flood of London Town,
their subsequent misadventure and near fatal abuse at
the hands of the
fearfully powerful Fourth Estate,
And their Miraculous and Divine rescue.
For your delight and delectation, education and
salvation

Having slept the night in the Church of
St. Raddle (patron saint of innuendo), I awake
to discover London submerged beneath a flood
full twelve feet deep.
Myself and the vicar, the Right Irreverent ‘Strangler’ Praddle, are forced to reconnoitre the parish boat.

8

cut me.”

“The fuck!”
“You OK?”
Kett touched the bridge of her nose gingerly. It stung.
“That thing just cut me, Hen. Your fucking bird just

“It’s only small,” said Hen, inspecting the wound. “It
barely touched you.”
“That’s not the point! You’ve got... things that can cut
people. How the...”
She shielded her face as the flock came crashing past
once more.
“Turn them off!”
“They’re not machines.”
“Get rid of them, you cunt! Just get rid of them.”
Kett spun round, anticipating another attack, but the
sky was suddenly empty. While keeping an eye roving, her fingers
curled round one of Hen’s lapels. She grabbed his hair with her
other hand and pulled him close.
“What are they?”
Her irises were dark sherry ablaze. Her nose stung like
billy-o.
“You know my memory trick?” said Hen.
“Go on.”
“Turns out it’s not a memory trick at all. Look - get your
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They circled and flew back towards the pair, darting past
low, close to their heads, some at their ankles. Black, batlike in number, but nearly silent. Their wings rippled, but didn’t flap. And as
they whipped past, Kett saw that they were entirely two-dimensional.
She turned on Hen.
“How are you doing this? What are...”
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“No.”
“No?”
“Look. I think you’re close. I really do. You might not
see the progress you’ve made, but I can.”
Hen stared at her disbelievingly.
“Otherwise,” she said, “why would I still be here? Why
would I listen to you? You’re just a dumb pretty boy.”
The logic, if there was one, did not sink in. Rather, it
settled like a film of oil on Hen’s sea of despair.
“You were stupid to believe in my plan in the first
place,” he said.
“Whimsy is never stupid, Hen. Whimsy is whimsy.”
“In this case, it’s a waste of your time. Do you want to
see the most useful development so far? It has nothing to do
with the harpies.”
“Tell me.”
“I’ll show you.”
Thus saying, Hen aimed his arms at the sky. His thin
hands shook slightly, and black rivulets ran between the knuckles. His expression remained level. Then, with a flinch, fleets of
swifts or swift-like objects flew from his sleeves.
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We sail down the Strand, paddle from
Pimlico to Picadilly, and finally swim down
the Underground.
When we emerge we discover the
doyens of Fleet Street a-waddle beneath bundles of soggy bulletins;
Immediately beady journalistic eyes
alight upon our unencumbered forms and we
wear, after a brief but violent struggle, packsaddle upon packsaddle of proofs of crucial
punditry.
Throughout the following torrid days
they repel our attempts to break from our
bonds with the strap, paddle and whip.
Finally, unable to endure a moment
longer, we stake our all on one strike, unsaddle and stand akimbo awaiting the stoppressers wrath.
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Strung up, I struggle to gasp the last breaths
when, hearing a voice, I
turn to behold the heavenly face of St. Raddle. St. Raddle!
With a walk neither stride nor waddle
Came to my aid the upright St. Raddle
Crying 'My steed's back is broad, won't you
stand on her saddle?
I'll reach you down with my shaft, and then
you just straddle.'
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It comes all at once, like a storm;
typewriters set to strafe, raddle* and
newsprint heated to terrible moltenicity
poured upon our lash-scarred scalps.
As we SCREAM, astraddle barbed
wire, we are borne away by a pair of burly
business columnists:
Then –
Kangaroo court
Perfunctory Evidence
Premeditated 'guilty' verdict
No right of reply
Not even a chance to guess the letters that
filled in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
just eight pre-chosen wrong guesses assigned
to me by Caxton's machine
Carved into the pre-erected BEAM

10
(The above to be sung by the entire congregation in contemplation of the miracles of
heaven)
Upon the saint’s sturdy shaft I am
lifted to liberty, then astride his mighty beast
he escorts me to a place beyond reach of
Reuter’s, whereupon I beseach him to tell me
the fate of my erstwhile companion, the Irev.
‘Strangler’ Praddle.
And then a sad smile crosses the face
of St. Raddle, and he says that he’ll show me
if I am sure.
I assure him I am so he leads me to
graveyard, and points to a mausoleum with ivy
dark and strange astraddle a sinister iron
door,

12
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with no other memories of her face or body.
“You’ll just have to start using one of the other ones,”
she remarked. “I vote for Helen. She’s got the best connections,
and I suspect you want her.”
“Let it alone,” snapped Hen.
“Why? Why won’t you do it?”
“Because it’s taken it out of me. The legions within are
bloody and weary. I can’t do it again. I just can’t.”
“Well then, that’s it,” said Kett. “Isn’t it?”
She dropped her cigarette on the ground, and shattered
the last crystal of heat with her heel. She felt disgusted. Utterly
disgusted. But she was not sure who, or what with.
“I’m going to bring together all the evidence I have,”
said Hen, “and if we can’t work with that, we’ll have to come up
with a new plan.”
This was grave indeed. Never before, to Kett’s knowledge, had the idea of a new plan crossed Hen’s mind. His focus
on the harpies had been unrelenting. She had no idea of his
consistency; an alternative plan could be a non-starter, and still
keep him obsessed for months. Maybe years.
“Don’t give up,” she said.
“K, you don’t... I mean, I’m not giving up. There’s a
point where you have to admit you’ve gone down the wrong
street, and it’s best to turn back and try something else.”
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Jon stone

The Letters Have Become Birds
This is an extract from Manley & I, a novel set in the future.
South East England is flooded, and Norwich, saved and kept dry
by levees, is being used as an experimental prison. Kett is a petty
thief, armed with what she terms her ‘vagynamo’, a cunt capable
of storing and releasing electrical energy. Hen is a vandal who
stores memories and observations on his body, in writing only he
can see. Together, they plan to escpape Norwich, and Hen has
been keeping close tabs on five female felons he has nicknamed the
‘harpies’, one or more of whom he suspects is an undercover warden, a mole within the prison population. One of the harpies,
Siân, has just been released, on the grounds that she is ‘re-

And up to that dread door strideth St.
Raddle and with his strong wrist twists the
stems away to reveal and leave this awful legend raw:
PRIDDLE 'STRANGLER' PRADDLE
Gossip Columnist, Judge, Jury & Executioner MCMLXXXIV - MMIV

formed’...

Hen the wretch.

After Sian left, Hen’s mood soured considerably.
He didn’t eat or sleep well. His investigations became less
thorough. He had no updates when he met Kett by the
pagoda in Chapelfield Gardens one very quiet evening.
Kett’s violet eyeliner was applied with the intention of standing out against everything, leaving a witness
with no other memories of her face or body.
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as straight as an answer
as single as you
as decided as your tongue on my bifkin,
lands on England.

Split
London is not your home
you like it as much as you like anywhere
but, for example, you don’t get the food
in its politely small portions
back in Georgia
you are the girl who likes to read
you do not belong there either
I suggest that you could split
one leg here, one leg there
you don’t laugh, really
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this is one of my strange English jokes
we can’t share it

15

DAVID FLOYD

I hope no one knows it's me,
that you are not wearing my socks
or fall asleep, whimpering out loud
when the tip of the pointer

13

aLIYAH WHITELEY

An ogress guards this gate:
red plums, curled leaves,
tree legs sunk into the dirt,
seasons pass between her knees,
over her feet,
under her gate.
To paradise?
No place so susceptible to sarcasm.
Let’s say it leads to a harbour in which
blue boats bob and the men disembark
to drink bitter on the dock.
But
this is not their place; they did not beat
the ogress at the gate, and so they cannot
stay.
Where is the hero she needs?
What’s the password for today?

a hundred thousand stories in my head
of how she needed my shoulder
once
the patterns i drew in her hair
and the staying up all night
because we couldn't know enough about
each other
and then other faces
[Penelope Cruz, Natalie Portman
and they still can't do it for me]
places i have never been
[Barcelona, Rome, free]
is the door locked downstairs
will the car start tomorrow it's going to be cold
how much will i get for half the house
and can she tell i don't want to be down here
anymore
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His penis is so many things

In my lap

It’s usually a revolver but tonight
it wears its condom
like a bankrobber wears tights.

‘We could have conquered England!’ she cried,
her arms up, hatracked against the window,
her boy hips agitating the curtain into a skirt,
and i’m undone again.

Her capital-V-Valuables
were swagged at age sixteen
by a boy named Jeremy
whose lips were always wet.
What is there left to thief
except her self-respect
for what its worth.
His penis is a banana-flavoured
crowbar. He is the getaway driver
the wing-man, the brains.
The one who does all the talking.

16

‘we could have snuck in round the back
and pressed against the front wall
until they surrendered.’
I think this might have worked and test it on
you.
*
Monday in lecture –
you in a pew like nobody’s secret
have not brushed your teeth
and might smell of old blow jobs,
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HANNAH WALKER

JOE DUNTHORNE

‘straddle’

ROB MOORE

Password

KIRSTEN IRVING

For Example
“Not many people can pull off
bias-cut chiffon,”
winced Jo, clutching
her copy of Marie Woman
The dress in the window,
nipples pointing onwards
(the frontier must be cold)

“How’d you like to make a movie?”
asks the one behind the camera.
There is a reply that the Nokia
doesn't catch. The protagonist penis acts on.
Overvoice: “This is the story of one man
and his addiction. He wants to stop;
he’s got to stop. But before he gets out of the
game
there’s still one, last, job.”

agreed.
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I knock
You open
the door shuts behind me.
Then I freeze
struck, by your expected reaction.
You sit there
ever so small
tears motionless in your eyes
like water held by an origami dam
Was it not my intention?
Did I not want a reaction?
And yet I’m baffled to see you
broken like this.
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Literary Desires
I want you to fuck me
with your tongue
flick the tip of it inside
the core of my content
and get it wet.
Nibble on my metaphor
and spit out any loose hairs
Trace the contours
of my form annunciate
my anatomy.
Twist your tongue
into hard to reach places
and swallow
the findings whole.
With your pallet
brush stroke me a Baldwin
anywhere you please
straddle my limbs
across sheets
and read me aloud.

19

TALIA TAYLOR

I see your door
at the end of the hall, to the left
but I must stop to catch my breath.

17

PAUL HAGGAR

HANNAH EISEMAN-RENYARD

Stradheil
Stradheil (in two styles)
Jill-boots-stamping all the while
Paint all-over pastoral colours
Tramp on-over single brothers
All find’s grounds
And so it goes
That through this forest
contrast flows.

I attempt a smile
You move to give me space
I sit there, next to you.
The light turns off,
up there, to the right
the hawk unfolds its wings
and brings to completion its mission.

(P. Haggar, ‘Stradheil’, 2005, Biro on
notepaper, 4 x4", Haggar Memorial
collection.)
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Break-Up
Twenty to twenty-eight
A big slice of life
To write off bickering over CDs
Kettles, books, furniture, friends
He thought back to their first
Night together
Her dewy lips parted as she stared at the ceiling
And thought up
Things you should never say after sex
‘Did I ever tell you about my sex change operation?’ She passed the spliff
‘That’s a good one.’
‘Or how about “you’re nearly as good as my
ex”?’
‘Nah, don’t like that one’
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I go up the stairs
I pass the second floor
some music plays too loudly for this hour
the bass, underneath the words,
is counterbalanced by my footsteps racing up the
stairs.
The moon can be clearly seen
behind the tree, to the left.
third floor
up up up
We’re fading
we’re all getting lost in grey.
We’re blending in.
Where did all the colors go?
Someone passes me on the stairs
they smile.
I climb on.
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The hawk looks, but doesn’t understand
more cries are heard
I look, but don’t understand.
I close the window.
The nocturnal winter chill
isn’t welcome.
The memory of warmth so long forgotten,
Makes me shudder.

Suddenly inspired, she straddled him wideeyed
Her breasts brushed his chest, her finger
pushed to his lips
‘Quiet!
I think I hear my husband coming home!’
He laughed then. She was cool then.
‘I’m taking the bed linen’ she says
‘Fuck off’ he says.

I just don’t get it
I’m stuck
as in a leap between two rights
as in defining when grey is white.
Open up. Let me in.
The person I once knew
is still in there, I know.
Let me in.
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The obvious choice of course would be,
To take a candle to the tapestries,
Remove the wine from the sacristy,
Invite the satyrs to come and dance with me.
It is so deadly, deathly easy,
To create chaos in a second, when,

21
People who roamed freely in ragged
clothing,
smiling blissfully and
daring to straddle the cross sections.

Order takes a life.

26
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cAT KEMP

ALAN MURRIN

Several times it occurred to her
that a small investigation
was going to be necessary,
to create the final picture.
They searched all over the place
First in Bali, but it smelt toxic.
Then in Osaka but everything was too dark
and bland.
Then in Mexico City, but the palm trees
were melting by day
and being replaced by night.
Eventually she settled upon a small mountain in Norfolk,
where several folk were already being artistic.
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Cathedral to Bacchanal
Cathedral to Bacchanal,
I do not have the wherewithal
To go into the forest tonight.
I miss that music now I am in silence,
But the beat still resounds in my cells
And with each further pulse I grow more ill.
I miss those bodies that danced in fits,
But the lusciousness of that live flesh
Its touch upon my skin, has never cleared
my complexion,
Has never offered me anything.
Moonlight is a drug for me,
It causes me to hunt what I do not desire.
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Stuck Between Two Heart Beats
The cry from the window
up there, to the left
gets louder and louder
and I, down here,
have no key.
The hawk gashes the rabbit
then flies high again,
for someone turned on the light,
up there, to the right.
From the twigs, Big eyes look up.
Eager beaks, impatiently open wide.
But nothing comes.
The window opens
down there, in the middle
unknown liquid gets thrown out
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Now I must arrange my temple.
I will sweep the floors every day,
Polish the candelabra,
Arrange the pews one by one,
For a congregation who never arrive,
To read hymnals with no words inside.
Only the pure eye can attain such things,
Absent of blood-shot, black of pupil,
A perfect circle within one clear colour,
To reflect hopes burning in neat rows,
Ideas that will be extinguished by sunrise.
That is an eye I do not recognise.
I would purge its’ smugness if I could,
Lance its weeping mouth, so wise,
Those tightened lips, that red welt.
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LISA RODOLICO

a poem inspired by the word straddle as it
relates to having a nostalgia for university

